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ABSTRACT

Creating an Internet of Things Platform for Storing Smart Sensor Data using Amazon Web Services
by Jin Hyeok Noh

(Under the direction of Professor Brian J Reithel)

Water is one of the essential resources that we should be aware of conserving, but lawn sprinkler systems in Mississippi have inefficient resource management systems. During my fundamental research, I read an article about IoT (Internet of Things) and how important it will be in the future. Both of these topics inspired prototype research.

In order to create the prototype, a Raspberry Pi, breadboard, keyboard, monitor, and cables were used. Using the Raspberry Pi, monitors, and keyboard, the software was developed in order to create a RESTFUL API gateway to connect to AWS (Amazon Web Service). In the AWS console, an AWS Lambda function was created to store data to AWS DynamoDB. Then, a breadboard and sensor were connected to the Raspberry Pi.

When the sensor detects water, the data is transferred to the Raspberry Pi, and the Raspberry Pi sends the data to the AWS API Gateway. The API Gateway then sends the data to AWS Lambda, and the process continues from AWS Lambda to AWS DynamoDB. DynamoDB can display the type of sensor, date, IP address, user id, and eventid. This platform will make it easy to monitor energy efficiency and water waste.
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INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a form of technology that produces data then interacts, exchanges, and connects to the Internet and stores data to a database. For example, a smartwatch is a favorite IoT device these days. It produces medical information such as heartbeats and contains a step tracker for users to check their health status. IoT devices must be connected to the Internet with a distinguishable IP address. The IoT has become more sophisticated and technologically advanced, the computer.

With the growth of IoT devices, our lives are often more connected to data. We have the capability now to check the weather, download photos, make phone calls, and more through our IoT smartwatches. However, people still think IoT devices are considered expensive equipment to upgrade their lives, even though through our daily lives there is much energy wasted due to automated systems. The cost for an IoT Sprinkler, for example, is more than $200. While watching a lawn sprinkler system operate during a rainstorm, I found my inspiration to create a budget-friendly, water sensing device that connects with the IoT.

Can we create an affordable, functional prototype of an inexpensive IoT device that stores sensor data through a serverless cloud environment in order to observe the sensor’s data? That is the research question that will be explored in this thesis.
Ch. 1 BRIEF OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS

This chapter describes a brief overview of the chapters that make up this thesis. Chapter 2 explains the previous knowledge learned before conducting the research. Chapter 3 describes the prototype research methodology. First, it explains how the research question originated and describes the methodology used to proceed with research. Chapter 4 discusses, and the results and shows that the prototype is viable, as well as the lessons learned in this research. Chapter 5 is a summary of the research. It provides a guideline for future researchers, discusses how this research will be practical for society, and presents some limitations and assumptions of the research.
As stated in the introduction, the IoT is a form of technology that allows people to connect to the Internet to exchange and store data. It analyzes the information that it receives and provides users the ability to access information remotely. The IoT includes a variety of embedded systems such as home appliances, mobile equipment, and wearables. The prospects for IoT are quite promising. Jown Woo Choi argued that according to the research organization Machina, “IoT growth rate will be at 21.8% per year until 2022, and total market share will be around $1.2 trillion.” “In 2020, IoT products will cover 31.8% of electric devices, IT, and service areas. Also, the development of various platforms of IoT, data storage, and new software development is expected. In 2015, products patented by IoT were $50 billion. The number is expected to reach $250 billion by 2020,” estimated the research organization Gartner (as cited in KOTRA, 2016).

On the other hand, there are three crucial issues for IoT devices. First, there is no standardization because everything serves a different purpose, but this is a regulatory issue.

The second problem is the electronic waste (e-waste) issue. The IoT revolution needs a massive amount of new electronic parts. Old parts are often discarded, and this electronic waste will cause environmental problems. The third problem is that IoT is still insecure. Current IoT devices are vulnerable to hackers to attack through methods such as SQL injection attack.

For this thesis, a project was undertaken to create a prototype for an IoT device that connects a smart sensor to a Raspberry Pi. The Raspberry Pi is an example of an
inexpensive IoT device. It was created by the Raspberry Pi Foundation to enhance the availability of computer science in developing countries. Raspberry Pi runs on the Linux operating system. Python is one of the available computer languages that run inside a Raspberry Pi. Features of Python include the fact that it is easy to read and write computer programs compared to other computer languages. Also, Python has high compatibility with other programming languages.

Another resource used in this project is the Cloud platform, which is an approach that provides businesses with the components to build their cloud computing environments. It provides different services depending on the needs of the business. Cloud computing uses, “a network of remote servers hosted on the Internet to store, manage, and process data, rather than a local server or a personal computer” (Dillon-Roberts, 2018). The first advantage of Cloud computing is that it has scalability because the user does not own hardware or software. The second advantage is that it is particularly useful for start-up and small business since they do not have to invest in expensive infrastructure, hardware, or software.

There are different types of cloud computing services. For example, there is Software-as-a-service (SaaS), Platform-as-service (PaaS), and Infrastructure-as-service (IaaS). SaaS uses a web browser to deliver applications that are managed by a third-party vendor and whose interface is accessed on the client's side. According to Apprenda, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS (Explained and Compared), most SaaS applications can be run directly from a Web browser without requiring any downloads or installations, although some require plugins. PaaS is used for applications and other development while providing cloud components to software. The advantage of PaaS is that user can develop or customize
applications for their needs. IaaS is a self-service model for accessing, monitoring, and managing remote datacenter infrastructures, such as compute (virtualized or bare metal), storage, networking, and networking services (e.g., firewalls). Users can use IaaS and be charged for their consumption depending on their IaaS usage. For this research in constructing a prototype, DynamoDB from Amazon Web Service (AWS) is a suitable choice. DynamoDB is an IaaS cloud service provided by AWS. DynamoDB is a cloud service that specializes in NoSQL data.

Chang-Soo Kim (2014) defines a sensor as a mechanical part that converts environmental information such as temperature, smoke, moisture, and image changes to an electrical signal that a person or device can identify. The configuration of the sensor consists of three sections: sensing, signal processing, and control. The information is detected by the sensor unit and converted into an electrical signal as either analog or digital in separate ways in the single processing section. Then, the control section acquires advanced information by using the software, or connects with another device and operates immediately. The control section utilizes software to acquire advanced data or connects with another device to function immediately. By transforming surrounding information into electrical information, sensors can be classified into four different kinds. Pressure and acceleration can be detected by some types of physical sensors. CIS, IR, and illumination are converted into electrical information by optical sensors. CO2, NOx, and Ph can be detected by chemical sensors. DNA and protein levels can be retrieved by biosensors.
Node.js is an open source development platform for running JavaScript code on the server-side. Node.js is useful for developing applications that require a persistent connection from the browser to the server.

RESTFUL API is an API that uses a program at the endpoint that is internet access that other internet-connected computers can shift data to via HTTP server request to requests to get, put, post, and delete data.
The water crisis is one of the most critical global issues throughout the world. However, in the state of Mississippi, the water management system is very inefficient. For example, Tupelo’s sprinkler systems operate even during rain. Observation of these ineffective management systems demands a need for alternative options. During the research, a methodology prototype was determined to be appropriate. When constructing a prototype, it was decided that the purchase of a wireless keyboard, a small monitor, breadboard, a moisture sensor, cables, and a raspberry pi was necessary. First, to construct the server-side prototype, one must access AWS API-gateway, Lambda, and DynamoDB to store data. Second, the moisture sensor is connected to a breadboard with cables. Third, connect the breadboard and sensors to the raspberry pi. Then raspberry pi connects to the monitor to display Python in order to start writing the Python code to send sensor data to AWS API gateway. Then AWS API gateway sends data to Lambda function. Inside the Lambda function, the code is written in the Node.js format. The code stores the sensor data into DynamoDB. The DynamoDB displays stored data about sensor events, such as water and time. Assuming this sensor is inside of the factory, it means there is a water leak that needs to be fixed. Having a sensor in each building could allow maintenance to identify the leak source and repair it.
Ch. 4 DISCUSSION OF RESULT

While Raspberry Pi is plugged-in, the sensor detects water and registers an electrical signal. The electrical signals go to the raspberry pi which converts the signal into data.
```python
#!/usr/bin/python

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
import time
import datetime
import requests
from requests_aws4auth import AWS4Auth

url = 'https://code4rqi.g1.execute-api.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/dev/compare-yourself'

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)
GPIO.setup(channel, GPIO.IN)

def callback(channel):
    if GPIO.input(channel):
        print('Water Detected!')
        auth = AWS4Auth('AKIAJ35YFVK3JDPU24GAQ',
                        'oxJj1Um3U5WME3FtwnwkK1fZzOENToF2WE/U',
                        'us-east-2',
                        'execute-api')
        data = {'uid':12345.000', 'a':1.000}
        r = requests.post(url, auth=auth, json=data)
        print(r.status_code)
        print(r.json())
        print(x.text)
    else:
        currentDT = datetime.datetime.now()
        print(currentDT)
        print('Water stopped!')

GPIO.add_event_detect(channel, GPIO.BOTH, bouncetime=300) # let us know when the pin goes HIGH or LOW
GPIO.add_event_callback(channel, callback) # assign function to GPIO PIN, Run function on change

while True:
    time.sleep(1)
```

<Figure 2 Raspberry Pi Python code about read signal and convert into data.>

<figure 3 Raspberry pi GPIO Header block>--

Figure 2 presents the client code that is executed on the Raspberry Pi, written in Python. This code sends moisture sensor data to AWS API gateway. The client code imports Python classes for GPIO, time, and AWS authentication. The GPIO features of a Raspberry Pi motherboard provides an electrical connection point for external sensors and devices that interact with Raspberry Pi. In the current project, the code senses electrical voltages that come from the sensors to detect water and converts those voltages to data. The AWS authentication code is sent to AWS API Gateway to store the sensor data. The information transmitted to AWS API Gateway must be sent in the right format. The data was transmitted with the Node.js data format in mind so that it would be processed by AWS Lambda functions.
Figure 5 is the UI of the AWS API gateway. The client is the raspberry pi, and it sends the data to a method request. A method request deals with the post method to allow the Python client to post the data. Integration request integrates the data into a particular format. In this research, Lambda was chosen, and the data goes to AWS Lambda function.
const AWS = require('aws-sdk');
const dynamodb = new AWS.DynamoDB({region: 'us-east-2', apiVersion: '2012-08-10'});

exports.handler = function(event, context, callback) {
  'use strict';
  console.log('Loading function...');
  exports.handler = (event, context, callback) => {
    console.log(`SourceIP = '${event.sourceIP}';`);
    callback(null, event.sourceIP);
  };

  function generateRowId(shardId /* range 0-64 for shard/slot */) {
    var ts = new Date().getTime() - CUSTOMERPOCH; // limit to recent
    var randId = Math.floor(Math.random() * 512);
    ts = (ts * 64); // bit-shift << 6
    ts = ts + shardId;
    return (ts * 512) + (randId & 512);
  }

  console.log('Received event:', JSON.stringify(event, null, 2));
  if (event.a === undefined) {
    callback('400 Invalid Input');
  }

  var res = {};
  res.sensortype = String(event.a);
  var datet ime = new Date().toISOString();
  res.date = datet ime;
  res.userid = String(event.userid);
  var CUSTOMERPOCH = 1306000000000; // artificial epoch
  var neweventidprimarykey = "event" + generateRowId(1);
  var eventid = String(neweventidprimarykey);
  if (!event.userid) {
    callback('400 Invalid Input');
  } else {
    var params = {
      Item: {
        "eventid": {
          "S": res.eventid
        },
        "UserId": {
          "S": res.userid
        },
        "SensorType": {
          "S": res.sensortype
        },
        "Date": {
          "S": res.Date
        },
        "SourceIP": {
          "S": "130.130.130.130"
        }
      },
      TableName: "sensorlog"
    },
    dynamodb.putItem(params, function(err, data) {
      if (err) {
        console.log(err);
        callback(err);
      } else {
        console.log(data);
        callback(null, data);
      }
    });
    callback(null, res);
  };

<Figure 6 AWS Lambda function code to send data to AWS DynamoDB to store data>
This Node.js code receives data from Raspberry Pi Python code that was received by AWS API Gateway. This Node.js code acknowledges the event notification from Raspberry Pi. The AWS Lambda function stores data into AWS DynamoDB. A Lambda function is an unnamed function that can operate without backend service or application maintenance.

The second page of the figure 6 code creates parameters in a structure for sending value to AWS DynamoDB. For example, event.id was created for primary key value, and the user id was from the client device for identifying the client device. The sensor type is for describing the type of the sensor detected, DateTime is for identifying the date, and time. SourceIP means for displaying an IP address for the client device.

In figure 7 DynamoDB displays the converted data lists from the moisture sensors. It displays date, time sensor type, user id number, and event id number.
The prototype that was constructed can monitor data by watching incoming event calls through AWS API Gateway. This monitoring system could be used on a mass scale and could be building-coded to benefit maintenance workers to find out the problems with products or buildings. The prototype constructed in AWS DynamoDB can be extended to store other different sensor data at the same time. Another way this research can operate daily is by modifying it in different ways. For example, implementing this research into a fish tank would be beneficial: the only thing that has to be done is changing the sensors and monitoring the data.

One of the unexpected outcomes was that the data transmission did not work correctly because the cable connections sometimes could not transmit data. It was not able to store DynamoDB. Additionally, because of bad electrical connections, the sensor was not always able to detect water. Thus, it could send the wrong data. Therefore, further development of the research needs a better cable in order to transfer data correctly. It also needs to output valid IP addresses. Another limitation on the research was the discomfort of the user interface. Because the prototype was built on Raspberry Pi, it needed a separate monitor to interact with it. Furthermore, the Raspberry Pi needs a Wi-Fi connection in order to operate.
Ch. 6 DIRECTION FOR FUTURE THESIS

There are some more directions for future research. Figure 5 displays that the integration and method response was not used at the AWS API Gateway. In the future, callback function needs to be implemented so that a user can get a notification when there is a change. To create callback function, DynamoDB needs to be triggered to invoke AWS Lambda function. The AWS Lambda function will be set so that it will be redirected to AWS SNS, which stands for simple notification system, and data will be sent from AWS SNS to the user’s mobile device or email. Future studies need to find a better way to identify client devices from a software perspective since AWS API Gateway does not allow the display of valid IP address. An alternative way is needed. From a hardware perspective, it needs integrated IoT devices with sensors on it using breadboard and cables to connect the sensor with IoT. The connection problem is one of the main issues. Furthermore, in the future, researchers can create a mobile application in order to check the data status more efficiently.
APPENDIX A

Soil Moisture Sensor (Raspberry Pi)

```python
#!/usr/bin/python
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
import time

#GPIO SETUP
channel = 21
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)
GPIO.setup(channel, GPIO.IN)

def callback(channel):
    if GPIO.input(channel):
        print "Water Detected!"
    else:
        print "Water Detected!"

GPIO.add_event_detect(channel, GPIO.BOTH, bouncetime=300) # let us know when the pin goes HIGH or LOW
GPIO.add_event_callback(channel, callback) # assign function to GPIO PIN, Run function on change

# infinite loop
while True:
    time.sleep(1)
```

(Retrieved from https://www.instructables.com/id/Soil-Moisture-Sensor-Raspberry-Pi/)
## APPENDIX B

Table structure and format for AWS DynamoDB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date String</td>
<td>2023-02-27T22:47:36.946Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EventId String</td>
<td>e2a3e7a1b0561e96b340e121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SensorType String</td>
<td>s20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SourceIP String</td>
<td>190.168.190.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserId String</td>
<td>12345_user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C

Simple Calculator Lambda Function

```javascript
console.log('Loading the Calc function');
exports.handler = function(event, context, callback) {
  console.log('Received event:', JSON.stringify(event, null, 2));
  if (event.a === undefined || event.b === undefined || event.op === undefined) {
    callback('400 Invalid Input');
  }
  var res = {};
  res.a = Number(event.a);
  res.b = Number(event.b);
  res.op = event.op;
  if (isNaN(event.a) || isNaN(event.b)) {
    callback('400 Invalid Operand');
  }
  switch (event.op) {
    case '+':
    case 'add':
      res.c = res.a + res.b;
      break;
    case '-':
    case 'sub':
      res.c = res.a - res.b;
      break;
    case '*':
    case 'mul':
      res.c = res.a * res.b;
      break;
    case '/':
    case 'div':
      res.c = res.b === 0 ? NaN : Number(event.a) / Number(event.b);
      break;
    default:
      callback('400 Invalid Operator');
      break;
  }
  callback(null, res);
};
```

(Retrieved from https://docs.aws.amazon.com/apigateway/latest/developerguide/simple-calc-nodejs-lambda-function.html)
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